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Tukey on Descriptive Statistics (EDA)
1*John W . Tukey, Exploratory Data Analysis, (Reading, M A: Addison-W esley, 1977), pp. 1-3.. 
John Wilder Tukey
1915 - 2000
“Exploratory data analysis [descriptive statistics] 
is detective work—or counting detective work—
or graphic detective work….The processes of 
criminal justice are clearly divided between the 
search for evidence…and the evaluation of the 
evidence’s strength—a matter for juries and 
judges. In data analysis a similar distinction is 
helpful. Exploratory data analysis is detective in 
character. Confirmatory data analysis [inferential 





Measures of Central Tendency Measures of Dispersion
Measures of Skewness Measures of Relative Position
Estimating the Mean & Standard 






Measures of Central Tendency






Mode: Most frequently occurring value(s)
Can be used with 
nominal, ordinal, 
interval, and ra:o 
data





Data can have no 
mode, one mode, 
or more than one 
mode
Considered less 
















The modal color of M&Ms
Orange M&Ms have the highest 
frequency












No mathematical formula for the mode
By hand sort the data
Count the occurrences
Mode = 2 (f = 3)




































Excel has 3 Mode Functions
=MODE
• Old function









• Finds multiple 
modes
9
Array Function: Control-Shift-Enter (Return)
9
Clear-Sighted Statistics
Mean*: Most common central tendency measure
Called the “average” yet all measures of 







Four Characteristics of the Mean
Requires quantitative 
(Interval or ratio) data
A distribution has 
only 1 mean
Sum of the deviations 







Mean: X-Bar (XJ) and Mu (μ)



















Median: Not distorted by outliers
Middle value when the 
data are ranked from 
smallest to largest
Symbolized by 
M, Md, or x̃
c
15
Tukey’s Formula: Median ={
Single middle value (n is odd)
Mean of 2 middle values (n – even)Mean of 2 middle values (n is even)




Finding the Median by hand
Sort data by size
Find middle value when n is odd
Take mean of the two values surrounding the 











With the arithme@c 
mean, each variable 
has the equal 
weight 
Weighted mean 











Where: X@w: Weighted mean 
X: Random variables 
w: Weights





Sales of frappachino at  Starbucks
What is the average price per 
frappachino sold?
CriVcal QuesVon:
















Tall 1,000 $3.95 $3,950.00
Grande 1,750 $4.45 $7,787.50











Tall 1,000 $3.95 $3,950.00
Grande 1,750 $4.45 $7,787.50














Excel does not have 






Used to find the average change in percentages, 
ratios, indices*, and growth rates over time
Commonly used to determine the performance of 
an investment por]olio
Defined as the nth root product of n numbers
24







Always less than 
or equal to the 
arithmetic mean
Uses all the data
Not effected by 
outliers
Not effected by 
fluctua:ons in 
sample data







nth roots difficult to calculate
26




Excel makes calcula:ng the geometric mean easy
=GEOMEAN(Number1, [Number2],…)






AKA the truncated or adjusted mean
Removes the impact of outliers by cu`ng 
percentage of the largest and smallest values
Excel makes calculaVng the Trimmed Mean easy









Range, Mean Absolute Devia:on, Variance, Standard 





Simplest measure of dispersion
Highest value minus lowest value





Formula for the Range
32







US Grocery Store Sales
Range = $303.67B










Uses all the data
Average distance of 
each value from 
the mean 
3rd property of the 
mean: Sum of the 
devia:on from 
mean = zero
MAD uses absolute 
values to overcome 
3rd property of the 
mean
Larger the MAD, 






Where: X: Random variables
X@: Sample mean
||: Absolute values
n: Number of observaJon in the sample







5 steps to calculate MAD by hand
Find the mean, Xd
Find the devia:ons of each random variable from the mean, X – Xd
Find the absolute value, |X – Xd|
Sum the absolute values, Σ|X – Xd| 






37Age of the NY Yankees’ lineup, 7/23/19
37
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MAD is relaMvely unimportant





Variance and Standard Deviation
Closely linked
Most important measures of 







Sum of the squared deviaVons from the mean 
divided by n
Sample Variance, s2
Sum of the squared deviaVons from the mean 




PopulaMon Variance, σ2, Formula
41
Where: Σ: Operation of addition
μ: Population mean
X: Variables in the population









Sample Variance, s2, Formula
42
Where: Σ: OperaJon of addiJon
XT: Sample mean
X: Variables in the sample
n: Number of values in the sample
42
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5 Steps to calculate variance
1) Find the mean
2) Subtract the mean from each random variable
3) Square the deviations from the mean
4) Sum the squared deviaVons












45Age of the NY Yankees’ lineup, 7/23/19
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Standard DeviaMon (Two Measures)
Population Standard Deviation, σ
Square root of the sum of the squared deviaVons 
from the mean divided by n
Sample Standard DeviaVon, s
Square root of the sum squared deviaVons from the 




6 Steps to calculate Std. Dev.
1) Find the mean
2) Subtract the mean from each random variable
3) Square the deviaVons from the mean
4) Sum the squared deviaVons
5) Divide by N for σ2 or n – 1 for s2








PopulaMon Std. Dev., σ, Formula
48
Where: Σ: OperaJon of addiJon
μ: Signifies the populaJon mean
X: Variables in the populaJon






Sample Std. Dev., s, Formula
49
Where: Σ: OperaJon of addiJon
XT: Sample mean
X: Variables in the sample
n: Number of values in the sample
49
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Variance & Std. Dev. Summary
Sample variance and std. dev. will always be larger than 
their equivalent variance
Unlike Std. Dev., variance is not in the same units as the 
mean (BIG disadvantage)
Variance is not an important measure for describing data




The Empirical or Normal Rule
μ = $1,000, σ = $100
68.26% of the variables are between $900 and $1,100 (± 1σ)
95.44% of the variables are between $800 and $1,200 (± 2σ)
99.74% of the variables are between $700 and $1,300 (± 3σ)
0.13% of the variables are above $1,300 (> 3σ)




The Empirical or Normal Rule
54










Ra:o of the std. 
dev. to the mean
Requires ra:o-
level data





data measured on 
different scales
Can be expressed 
















CV Example: Big Mac Prices & Mobile Data Usage
Variability for monthly mobile 
data usage is nearly 2.2 Vmes 
greater than Big Mac prices
57
Country
Big Mac Price in US$ 
(2018)
Monthly Mobile 






Czech Republic $3.81 1.1
Denmark $4.60 5.3












United States $5.58 3.2
Sample Std. Dev. $1.29 2.4

















Pearson’s Coefficient of Skewness
Measures degree to 
which the distribu1on 
is not symmetrical
Le7 and right skews
Can be calculated 
with the median or 
mode







Interpretation Score on Left Score on Right
Very Good Symmetry Greater than -0.10 Less than 0.10
Good Symmetry -0.1 > -0.2 0.10 < 0.20
Acceptable Symmetry -0.2 > -0.3 0.20 < 0.30































CS = -0.401 CS = -0.426




Kurtosis: Measures Thickness of Tails
Also developed by 
Karl Pearson
Nega1ve Kurtosis: 
Thinner tails than normal 
curve (Platykur1c)
Posi1ve Kurtosis: 
Thicker tails than normal 
curve (Leptokur1c)













Measures of Rela=ve Posi=on
Percen:les, Quar:les, Interquar:le Range, the Five Number 




Common measures of relaHve posiHon
Percen@les divide 
the rank-order data 
into 100 parts 
Quar@les divide the 
rank-order data into 
four parts
Quin@les divide the 
rank-order data into 
five parts
Deciles divide the 
rank-order data into 
ten parts
67





The 75th percenUle (P75), this would be the point where 75 percent of 
the values fall at or below this posiUon and 25 percent of the values 
would be above it
P50 is the middle value of the data or the median




CalculaMng PercenMles by hand
69
Where: Pi: PercenJle with i standing for any parJcular percenJle 










1 5 8 15 16 20 22 23 25 30 39 44




80% between 7th and 8th datum = 22.8
1 5 8 15 16 20 22 23 25 30 39 44
#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 #9 #10 #11 #12
70
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QuarMles: Divides data into 4 parts
Q1 corresponds to P25
Q2 corresponds to P50 as well as the median




CalculaMng QuarMles by hand
73
Where: Qi: QuarJle with i (1, 2, or 3) standing for any parJcular quarJle 



































25% between 3rd and 4th datum = 9.75
1 5 8 15 16 20 22 23 25 30 39 44
#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 #9 #10 #11 #12
74
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The middle 50 Q2 + Q3




Tukey’s Five Number Summary
1) The median
2) The first quar@le quar@le
3) The third quartile
4) The smallest value in the sample




Outliers in the 5 Number Summary
Mild Outliers
• Q1 – 1.5 * IQR, or 
• Q3 + 1.5 * IQR
Extreme 
Outliers
• Q1 – 3.0 * IQR, or 





























EsMmaMng the Mean and Standard 




Data in Frequency Distribution is 
“Grouped”
With frequency 
distribuUon, we lose 
the ability to calculate 
the mean and standard 
deviaUon












Where: X@: EsJmated sample mean
Σ: OperaJon of addiJon
f: Class frequencies
M: Class mid-points














Estimating the Standard Deviation
89
Where: X@: EsJmated sample mean
Σ: OperaJon of addiJon
f: Class frequencies
M: Class mid-points

















Excel plug-in for 
statistical analysis
Descriptive Statistics 
tool reports 13 
measures








(Discussed in later 
modules)
Median Mode 
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